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Retail Solutions  
Product Guide 
Rice Lake Retail Solutions, in partnership with Ishida 
and Dadaux provides the very best in service, selection 
and speed to the retail industry. Altogether, Ishida’s 
innovative weighing and packaging solutions, Dadaux’s 
overarching dedication to product quality in slicers and 
grinders, and Rice Lake’s repeatedly acknowledged high 
customer service standards make this retail partnership 
one of the strongest in the industry. With its compre-
hensive line of weighing equipment, over 40,000 stocked 
parts and almost 70 years in the scale business, Rice 
Lake continues its dedication to being the best by every 
measure—from the front counter to the back room  
and everywhere retail solutions are found.

Rice Lake Contact Information:
Toll Free USA: 800-472-6703
Local: 715-234-9171
Fax: 715-234-6967

Email: 
prodinfo@ricelake.com

Internet: 
www.ricelake.com/retail

Customer Assistance  
and Service Department Hours:
Weekdays: 6:30 AM to 6:30 PM (Central Time)
Saturday: 8:00 AM to 12:00 PM (Central Time)
Customer service available in English, Spanish and French
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THE UNI-9 SERIES OFFERS HIGHER CAPACITY AND 
ADVANCED COMMUNICATION IN A MORE COMPACT 
DESIGN FOR POINT-OF-PURCHASE WEIGHING  
AND WRAPPING.

Uni-9’s compact design fits nicely on virtually any size 
counter, occupying a very small footprint. This PC-based 
touchscreen scale is available with a 7- or 12-inch LED 
backlit customer display for stunning promotional  
images and videos. The PC-based technology together 
with a crystal-clear LED display, provide more marketing 
capabilities such as video with sound and product-pairing 
promotions. In addition, more behind-the-counter  
functions such as store intranet access through a browser, 
recipe lookup, order entry and training videos reduce the 
need for additional PCs in all departments.

Hanging Scale
The suspended ergonomic design of the Uni-9 hanging 
scale follows quickly on the heels of the first color 
touchscreen on the market, Ishida’s Uni-7 hanging scale. 
Ideal for seafood and other high-moisture foods, the 
suspended design keeps product away from the operator 
touchscreen, which resounds with a beep when buttons are 
pressed. Customers and employees alike will find the large 
12-inch display easy to read and use.

Bench Scale
The Uni-9 bench scale is available with or without a 
7-inch customer display and is ideal for both back-room 
production and front counter operation. This Uni-9  
model offers wireless remote operation allowing for more  
flexible placement.

Uni-9 Series 
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Bench scale  
customer view



Pole and Short-Pole Scale
The pole and short-pole models’ low-profile base 
combined with larger display screens is optimal for 
keeping eye contact with customers and still providing 
an ergonomic setup for employees. The short-pole 
model is for front counters, providing a 12-inch 
display for customer view while offsetting an easy-to-
use touchscreen display behind the counter. The pole 
model is used behind the counter, providing a raised 
customer display. 

Pole scale 

Short-pole scale 



The Uni-7 line offers its own set of unique features.  
Starting with the color touchscreen, users can customize 
the customer display with their own color photos. Positive 
input response allows users to feel a tactile sensation  
and hear a beep when the screen or a button is pressed. 
Save space and time with a front-loading label cassette. 
The Uni-7 also operates in several different languages. 

Hanging Scale
Ishida’s Uni-7 was the first color-touchscreen hanging scale 
on the market. This suspended ergonomic design holds 
product within a bowl-shaped pan, while the keypad and 
display are kept at eye level away from moisture. 

Bench and Pole Scale
A conventional all-in-one scale offering weighing, printing 
and price computing features. Customers enjoy their 
own full-color display installed directly on the base or 
an elevated pole. Advertise in-store specials to a captive 
audience. Both styles feature the Uni-7’s customizable color 
touchscreen with the ability to link individual PLUs to 
unique product images.

Uni-7 Series 
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Self-Serve Scale
Thanks to a simple, customized large-button keypad 
and pole-mounted color display, self-service applications 
are more feasible than ever. With the Uni-7’s Self-Serve 
model, customers easily weigh and print labels for their 
merchandise following the customized instructions on 
the display. Images for each PLU help error-proof the 
process and make a smooth and efficient transition.



Today’s busy market demands the best equipment for 
point-of-purchase weighing and labeling. Rice Lake 
delivers with its diverse selection of countertop models 
including the Uni-5 Series. Ishida’s Uni-5 Series of price-
computing scales and printers are positioned to be one of 
the best values in retail weighing today. Uni-5 users will 
appreciate a large, full-color, tactile-response touchscreen 
and side-load label, while customers can view advertised 
specials and details of their purchase on an ultra-bright 
customer-side grayscale LCD display. 

Pole and Elevated Display
Where space or visibility is of concern, the Uni-5’s elevated 
display or pole models are the perfect choice. The Uni-5 
pole design lifts the customer display to a comfortable 
viewing height, and the elevated display raises the entire 
user keypad, perfect for lower countertops or cramped 
workspaces. 

Bench Scale
Available with a 7-inch customer display, the Uni-5 bench 
scale is ideal for production on or behind the countertop.  
A 60-lb version is available for higher capacity weighing 
and labeling. 

Uni-5 Series 
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Side-loading printer



RS-130
BATTERY-OPERATED, 
PRICE COMPUTING SCALE

Accurate, affordable, and por-
table…features that make the 
Rice Lake RS-130 an attractive 

choice. Within its compact design is an internal rechargeable 
battery, allowing up to 100 hours of continuous use in any 
environment. In addition to programmable PLU keys, the 
RS-130 easily toggles between lb, kg and oz measurements. 
Protect against dusty environments with its clear plastic 
in-use cover that can be left on during operation. An optional 
RS-232 interface is available for convenient data collection. 

Astra
PRICE COMPUTING SCALE/
PRINTER

This all-in-one retail scale and 
printer is one of the most com-

plete and cost-effective devices on the market. Its compact 
design takes up much less valuable countertop space than 
comparable models. The Astra’s bright fluorescent display 
is available with or without a pole mounted customer 
display. Store up to 2000 PLUs and quickly print eye-catch-
ing labels for any application. Interface with a PC using 
AstraLink and AstraLabel software, for easy programming 
and custom label design. 

IGX and IGB
BENCH SCALE WITH INDICATOR

The IGX and IGB are as adaptable as 
they come, with a heavy-duty design 
that accommodates capacities as 
high as 300 lb. Users appreciate the 
convenience of an adjustable viewing 
angle and added checkweigh function. 
Choose the IGX for the bright VFD 
display, or IGB for the crisp LCD 
design and battery operation. Perfect 
for areas with a wide variety  
of weighing needs. 
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Basic Weighing 



BC-4000 Series
PRICE-COMPUTING SCALE/PRINTER

Offering incredible power and exceptional value, Ishida’s 
BC-4000 Series is available in hanging, countertop 
and remote scale base configurations. Choose from 
two different display types, BC-4000E’s numeric LED 
display or the BC-4000L2/L2H’s alphanumeric backlit 
LCD. All provide extraordinary printing capabilities 
and superior programming driven by Ishida’s optional 
SLP-V Lite scale management software. 

Bench scale customer view



Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
InterScale software is a product of ADC.  
PLUM software is a product of Invatron.
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ScaleLink Pro 5
Compatible with Windows® Professional operating systems, 
ScaleLink Pro 5 is a powerful scale management tool for 
today’s complex retail world. This program joins individual 
scales to in-store servers and central hosting networks, 
regardless of distance. Priced far less than similar PLU 
management software, ScaleLink Pro 5 offers additional 
reporting and updating capabilities, as well as features to 
simplify data management and product control. Easily 
manage information such as safe-handling instructions  
and nutritional facts for all products.  

SLP-V Lite
This version of SLP-V was designed exclusively for the  
BC-4000 series. Compatible with Windows operating sys-
tems, SLP-V Lite will connect individual BC-4000 scales to 
in-store servers. Easily manage price changes and PLUs with 
this powerful yet easy-to-use program. 

Technology Compatible
Rice Lake products are uniquely positioned to easily fit into 
any existing retail setting. For stores with multiple equip-
ment brands, Ishida scales are supported by Invatron’s 
PLUM and ADC’s InterScale. Complement and enhance 
your existing system with networking, Ethernet or wireless 
communication, data backup, diagnostic tools, and custom 
labeling—all possible with Rice Lake Retail Solutions. 

Scale Management Software 



Uni-9 Presets

PLU Report

PLU Edit Screen
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Distributed throughout the world in over 25 different 
countries, Dadaux slicers and grinders have earned a repu-
tation as the very best in the industry for over 30 years. 
Dadaux’s top-shelf product design and customer service 
make Rice Lake’s partnership with Dadaux a sure fit. 

TX-22 Grinder
Perfect for delis, small meat shops, cafeterias and more, the 
countertop TX-22 is constructed entirely from food-grade 
304 stainless steel. From the crankcase to the cutting 
head to the feed screw, all stainless steel parts provide the 

best grind over a longer 
period. Its single-piece 
crankcase and 1-hp 
motor are designed to 
power through long jobs 
without overheating or 
jamming. The stain-
less steel construction 
combined with smooth 
corners, sealed seams and 
easily removable parts 
make for quick and easy 
clean-up and sanitation 
every time. 

MajorSlice 300M Series 
DELI SLICER 
MajorSlice 300M’s smooth-moving manual product 
carriage glides effortlessly across its 12-inch knife with 
each cut, ergonomically designed for superior safety and 
operator comfort. MajorSlice was designed to disassemble 
quickly into just three simple parts, with open spaces that 
clean easily without the need for brushes. Once clean, 
maintain a perfect cutting edge with a detached dual-action 
sharpener that prevents possible trapped food  
or premature blade wear. 

Slicers and Grinders 

TX-22 Grinder shown on optional stand. 
Total dimensions: 45" H x 28.25" D x 17" W
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VARIOCUT THICKNESS ADJUSTMENT
Dial in thicknesses with Dadaux’s patented VARIOCUT 
thickness adjustment. VARIOCUT eliminates potential 
knife shift, simplifying portion control and maximizing 
profits by commanding a precise, consistent cut.

MajorSlice 350M Series
DELI SLICER 
The powerful, gear-driven MajorSlice 350M is a must-
have staple in every commercial kitchen. Effortlessly 
glide the product tray across the 350M’s large 14-inch 
knife, ergonomically designed for superior safety and 
operator comfort. Stainless steel splash and food zones 
resist corrosion while water-resistant body and undercar-
riage make cleaning effortless.

300M

350M
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Rice Lake Retail Solutions provides a variety of con-
figurations for manual wrapping, weighing, and labeling 
applications. From less volume to higher store throughput, 
manual wrapping systems are available for a variety of 
product and packaging requirements. Choose from a quality 
selection of hand wrapping options to create an efficient 
system for your retail packaging needs. 
Most of our price-computing countertop scales can be used 
to create a system that works best for your particular setting: 
BC-4000L2i • BC-4000Ei • Uni-7 RP • Uni-9 RP 

Uni-9 RP
LARGE-CAPACITY REMOTE SCALE BASE

When used in conjunction with a wrapping station, the 
Uni-9 RP is capable of weighing and wrapping non-standard 
sizes and shapes with the same presentation as fully 
automatic wrappers. The Uni-9 RP is available in standard 
30 lb capacity or optional 60 lb capacity. In addition to a 
larger capacity option, the Uni-9’s PC-based technology 
allows the scale base to communicate with PCs via 
Ethernet or Wi-Fi, providing optimal workspace flexibility.

Uni-7 RP
REMOTE SCALE BASE

The Uni-7 RP offers flexibility and functionality for 
multiple working conditions. The Uni-7 RP with remote 
scale base is the perfect model to integrate with manual 
hand-wrapping stations. Positive input response means 
operators feel a tactile sensation and hear a beep 
when the screen or a button is pressed. Front-loading 
label cassette saves time and space. The Uni-7 RP can 
communicate with PCs via Ethernet or Wi-Fi.

Manual Wrapping Systems



Uni-7 RP with optional  
wrapping components

Uni-9 RP with optional 
wrapping components

Manual Wrapping Systems
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For over 100 years, Ishida has provided the utmost in 
innovative wrapping, weighing, and labeling equipment. 
Rice Lake and Ishida are leaders in creating innovative 
products that serve a vast range of needs in the retail mar-
ket—from low production requirements to high-capacity 
demand. Choose the best wrapper with color touchscreen, 
scale and printer to meet your needs.

WM-4000
FULL-SIZE WRAPPER  
WITH AUTOMATIC LABEL APPLICATOR

From its ergonomic design to high-speed performance, 
the WM-4000 offers the latest technology to streamline 
backroom prepackaging operations. This fully automatic 
system weighs, wraps and labels at an industry-leading 
speed of up to 35 packages per minute. With the free 
arm robotic label applicator, eye-catching labels print at 
100 millimeters per second in any position or direction. 

WM-Nano
TABLETOP WRAPPER  
WITH MANUAL LABEL APPLICATION

The world’s first tabletop automatic tray wrapper and 
one of the most innovative products in the industry, 
the WM-Nano offers an integrated Uni-7 scale-base and 
printer with many of the benefits of a full size automatic 
machine in a modestly sized package. Boost output 
up to 15 packages per minute for a wide range of tray 
sizes. Unlike a fully automatic system, label application 
is completed manually. The WM-Nano’s extraordinary 
range of features makes automatic wrapping possible  
for any retail setting. 

Integrated  
Wrapping Systems



WM-Nano with 
optional stand

WM-4000



230 W. Coleman St. • Rice Lake, WI 54868 • USA
TEL: 715-234-9171 • FAX: 715-234-6967

www.ricelake.com/retail
An ISO 9001 registered company  

© 2014 Specifications subject to change without notice.  PN 52045 2/14

The strongest partnerships are founded on commitment, 
integrity and character. Rice Lake’s commitment to  
excellence expands with a union to Ishida weighing and 
packaging solutions and Dadaux slicers and grinder  
products. Now with the accompaniment of these partners, 
Rice Lake Retail Solutions provides uncontested excellence 
in product selection, service and weighing expertise.
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